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Samuel Peter, the Nigerian World Boxing Council title holder, beaten by Vitali Klitschko
The encounter had promised to be one of the toughest in boxing in recent times. The August 18 press conference
promoting the fight between Samuel Peter, The Nigerian Nightmare, then the holder of the World Boxing Council, WBC,
heavyweight title, and Vitali Klitschko, a former WBC heavyweight champion and his challenger, had set that tone. The
Nigerian heavyweight boxer had boasted: "I am making one promise today. I will knock Vitali out. Trust me. I will knock
out Vitali, and then I will beat his brother (Vladimir Klitschko, current IBF/WBO heavyweight champion). There is no
doubt about that." But it turned out to be anti-climax. The 28-year-old Nigerian refused to come out of his corner when
the bell invited him for the start of the ninth round after Klitschko, 37, pummelled the Nigerian boxer throughout the first
eight rounds with persistent stream of heavy jabs to his head. Before a crowd of more than 12,000 boxing fans at the
new O2 World Arena, Berlin, Germany, October 11, Doctor Iron Fist, as the Ukrainian boxer is also called, took control
of the fight from the very first round. Peter could not make his trademark fast runs as Klitschko slowed him down with
long arm hooks. He strategically used his six-feet, eight-inches height advantage to keep Peter, six-feet, one-inch,
crouched and defensive. This slowed down the Nigerian by creating space between them to disallow Peter from getting
close. It also prevented Peter from delivering his customary heavy shots to his opponent&rsquo;s head. As this
continued, Peter crouched and became increasingly defensive. His attempts to close up the space and land jabs made
him lose his rhythm as his footworks faltered. Klichtsko capitalised on such instances to batter him with blows to the
head repeatedly. Shortly, his jaw could not stand the barrage; his lips broke and blood began flowing from them. The
scoreline stood 80-72 against Peter as the time he threw in the towel. This gave victory to Klitschko by a technical knockout. After the victory, Klitschko said Peter was wise to throw in the towel when he did. "He got more and more punches,
and his chin was not as strong as the first rounds," adding, "I knew if I lost the fight I wouldn&rsquo;t get a second
chance. It was a one-way ticket, and I used my chance," he said. Peter was too distraught after the fight to comment.
But, Ivalio Gotsev, his manager, said Peter would return very soon. The road to Peter&rsquo;s defeat started in March
this year when the bout was scheduled. As the champion, Peter could have dictated the terms and venue of the fight.
But he agreed that the fight should be held in Germany. The mistake in his acceptance of Germany as venue became
evident about six days before the bout, October 6. Though the reporters asked Peter, the defender, questions in English,
the rest of the session was conducted in German. Klichtsko, the challenger, speaks German as well as English because
he lived in Germany. To the few questions that were asked of him in English, Peter responded in his mother tongue. In a
photo preceding the event, Klitschko tried displaying the belt at his side before an angry Peter snatched it away. After a
while, he walked out of the press conference. Psychologically, this incident served to remind Peter that he was in
Klichtsko&rsquo;s territory. Chuka Momah, a sports analyst, said Peter should have overlooked the incident and used
the opportunity to sell himself to the world. Momah said, he was not surprised that Peter lost to Klitschko. He said Peter
was not quite in the class of the Ukranian who is more experienced. Klitschko started his professional career in 1996
and won the World Boxing Organisation, WBO, heavyweight title from Herbie Hide through a second round knockout in
1999. One of his memorable fights was against Lennox Lewis, the former heavyweight champion, June 21, 2003. In that
duel, Lewis eventually won by making a cut on Klitschko&rsquo;s eye which affected his vision in the fight. That
compelled the referee to stop the fight in the sixth round. Since the Klitschko&rsquo;s eye cut was caused by
Lewis&rsquo; jabs and not headbutt, Lewis was adjudged as having won the fight by technical knock out. "The quality of
his opposition cannot be under-estimated," Momah said. Klitschko has had good boxing experience and training. This is
noticeable in the fact that though the Klitschko brothers do not have natural talent for boxing like Mohammed Ali and
Sugar Ray Robinson, they have learnt and applied all what it takes to be good boxers. Peter does not have the benefit
of these. Like Mike Tyson, another heavyweight champion, Peter has the power but no skill. He was knocked down
twice in the fight which means he does not have a strong chin, unlike Ali who has a chin strong enough and could
absorb power punches. "It is an innate trait, you are either born with it or not," Momah said. But he agreed that Peter
achieved a lot even with his limited talent. "He did not win an Olympic medal in the sport and has made little progress in
the sport," he said. These shortcomings do not diminish Peter&rsquo;s stature among eminent boxers in Africa and the
world. The 28-year-old is the fourth boxer from the African continent to win a heavyweight title after Gerrie Coetzee,
Francois Botha and Corrie Sanders. According to Ochor Brown, coach of the boxing team to the 2008 Beijing Olympics,
Peter lost his title because he underrated Klitschko and was unable to handle Klitschko&rsquo;s height advantage. "The
Ukrainian is taller than Peter and has longer hands to land punches, so Peter could not reach him to connect for
retaliation," Brown said. Jerry Okorodudu, Commonwealth Games medalist, also blamed Peter for under-estimating
Klitschko. Okorodudu, who lamented Peter&rsquo;s defeat, said the 28-year-old would have won the fight if he had not
underrated his opponent. He said Peter probably thought he would have an easy ride over Klitschko because the
Ukranian boxer had not fought for four years. "In boxing, it is dangerous to underrate your opponent because you
don&rsquo;t know his plans. Peter made a mistake and he has paid dearly for it. He would have won the fight if he had
fought the way he fought Jameel McCline and Oleg Maskaev," he said. The 37-year-old Ukrainian fighter has lost two
fights in 36 fights and has won 34 through knock-outs. Peter has lost two fights and won 30 fights since the start of his
career. Juan Carlos Gomez has already challenged Klitschko, but it is unclear yet whether Peter would request a rematch. Momah advised Peter to seek a re-match with Klitschko for another reason. When Ali lost to Ken Norton, a
virtually unknown boxer, and Joe Frazier, another heavyweight champion, in 1973, he insisted he must erase the
memory of defeats against the two boxers before he would agree to fight Foreman because people were saying "the
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butterfly has broken its wing. The bee has lost its sting. Soon, he will be back to show he ain&rsquo;t lost a thing." Ditk
Sadler, George Foreman&rsquo;s manager, laughed and said: "We fight this game for money and not for pride." Which
was why Momah said Peter should ensure he gets a handsome reward for fighting Klitschko because "as someone else
said, boxing is about making the most money with minimal damage."
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